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Philip Andrews shares his in-depth knowledge of Elements in this advanced guide ensuring that you can achieve optimum results from this powerful package. Once you've mastered the basics of Photoshop Elements, this is the book to further develop your skills to get professional results!

Beyond exploring techniques, Philip addresses how to manage the digital workflow in general, covering scanner and camera capture techniques, advanced image changes, providing detailed information on how to produce darkroom techniques digitally with Elements, as well as graphics capabilities and explaining how they all fit together. 

The associated website, www.adv-elements.com includes images featured in the book, so you can easily put these new found skills into practice.

Superbly illustrated in color throughout, written in Philip's trademark no-nonsense style, this guide will ensure you stay ahead of the rest. This is definitely the book for the digital photographer who wants to stand out from the crowd!                                       

* Provides tips from the pros, to advance your Elements skills beyond the basics
* Step-by-step, highly illustrated, color tutorials show you what can be achieved
* Full coverage of the workflow involved, includes essential skills for digital cameras and web work     

       About the Author
   
Philip Andrews is Adobe Australia's official Photoshop and Elements Ambassador. He is an experienced photographer, author, magazine editor and online course creator. He was previously a lecturer at the Queensland School of Printing and Graphic Arts, Australia and Nescot, England. He is a beta tester for Photoshop, an alpha tester for Photoshop Elements and a Photoshop specialist demonstrator for Adobe Australia. Philip is also co-founder of photo-college.com an online photography training college. He's a regular contributor to several magazines including Shutterbug, Amateur Photographer, Australian Photography and Better Photography, he is senior contributing editor for Better Digital, columnist for What Digital Camera and Co-editor  and publisher of Better Photoshop Techniques magazine.
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EconomicsSouth-Western College, 2002

	This is a no-nonsense principles book that emphasizes economic theory and applications. The book is a study tool for students and the pedagogical approach and in-text features were chosen to reinforce that theme. It provides students with a picture of economics as a unified discipline, a set of interrelated tools and ideas that can be used to...
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Beginning Python Visualization: Crafting Visual Transformation ScriptsApress, 2014

	We are visual animals. But before we can see the world in its true splendor, our brains, just like our computers, have to sort and organize raw data, and then transform that data to produce new images of the world. Beginning Python Visualization: Crafting Visual Transformation Scripts, Second Edition discusses turning many types of...
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Building eCommerce ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2011

	This collection of articles and blog entries is representative of the full spectrum of commerce-related content we’ve published on PayPal’s Developer Network over the past year. You will find tutorials and quick reference pieces for developers.

	

	With the creation of x.commerce, we’ve expanded our coverage to...
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Coaching Into Greatness: 4 Steps to Success in Business and LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Internationally acclaimed business coach and consultant Kim George provides an easy-to-master process for coaches to bring out innate greatness and achieve peak performance. George introduces a new kind of intelligence quotient, Abundance Intelligence. AQ is the key to living into greatness, moving from a mentality of scarcity to one of...
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Fuzzy Logic: A Spectrum of Theoretical & Practical Issues (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2007

	This book exclusively surveys the active on-going research of the current maturity of fuzzy logic over the last four decades. Many world leaders of fuzzy logic have enthusiastically contributed their best research results into five theoretical, philosophical and fundamental sub areas and nine distinctive applications, including two PhD...
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Beginning Adobe Experience Design: Quickly Design and Prototype Websites and Mobile AppsApress, 2017

	Render high quality designs and interactive prototypes of web sites and mobile apps using Adobe XD's powerful drawing and layout tools. This book provides an in-depth look at XD and shows you how to quickly get up-to-speed to simplify these processes with intuitive design tools and a powerful prototyping...
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